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1 Introduction

"But step-families are di¤erent. The stepparent has shopped for a spouse,

not a child; the child is a cost that comes as part of the deal...step-

parenthood is the strongest risk factor for child abuse ever identi�ed".

�Steven Pinker, How the Mind Works, 1997

Consider the cluster of dramatic and well-known changes in family behavior ob-

served in the US, the UK and similar countries over the last 50 years, such as the

decline in aggregate fertility, the fall in marriage rates, the rise in unmarried fertility,

and the move of married women into paid employment. A useful measure of the

importance of this family reshu ing is that, according to the U.S. Census Bureau,

30% of U.S. children are not living with both parents; 26% live with their mother but

not the father, and 4% with the father and not their mother.1.

Because of the size and duration of these changes, it would seem essential for any

explanation to consider the interaction between men�s and women�s optimal marriage

decisions. However while the economic literature has developed theoretic tools for

the analysis of both marriage and fertility separately, there has been little work on

the equilibrium implications of interaction between the two.

This paper explores a particularly simple example of such interaction; the idea that

optimal marriage choices by men discourage pre-marital fertility but are themselves

responses to female fertility. The idea is not new, however while previous models of the

marriage market tend to either ignore the presence of children or limit the analysis to

one or two periods, the current paper allows for women to accumulate many children

with di¤erent fathers over many years, and allows men to respond optimally to the

distribution of women over children. To model this type of interaction requires a

theory in which people have many matching opportunities over the lifecycle, and

where choices governing fertility are taken both inside and outside the match.

1Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2009 Annual Social and Economic

Supplement. The US Census for 2000 reports that only 6 percent of children lived in unmarried-

partner households. Hence the simple partition of parents into married or single, while less accurate

than it has been in the past, is still a reasonable �rst pass.
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The premise of the analysis is that women are better o¤when fertility begins after

marriage, but because it may take a long time to get married, child-bearing may begin

before marriage. Women are assumed to choose the probability of having a child each

period. Single men prefer women without children, but competition for wives reduces

both the probability of marriage and the husband�s share of the surplus, so some

may choose to court single mothers . Women without children therefore attract more

suitors, marry at a higher rate, and get more surplus within marriage. They face

therefore a disincentive for unmarried fertility whose strength is increasing in the

gains from marriage.2

The expected gains from marriage are themselves increasing in the anticipated

fertility of a married couple. Any systemic shock therefore that reduces the optimal

fertility of a married couple, relative to that of single women, will shift the equilibrium

towards lower marriage rates and higher extra-marital fertility. Examples of such

shocks might include the rise of women�s wages relative to men�s, the advent of more

e¤ective contraception, rising transfer payments to single mothers and changes in

divorce regulation.

We calibrate our model to US wage, time-use and vital-statistics data for the

1990s, and then ask what happens to marriage rates and fertility in the model when

parameters that are re-set to values into to re�ect exogenous changes over time. The

analysis considers two stylized views of the data; the "1950�s", where single women

minimized fertility and single mothers did not marry, and the "1990s", where single-

mother fertility is prevalent, single mothers do get married, non-mothers marry at a

lower rate, and married women choose lower fertility rates. The benchmark version

of the model is parametrized so that simulations of the model match averages over

marital and fertility behavior for women aged 18-44 from US household data in the

1990s.

[Results]

While there is a large literature on the determinants of unmarried parenthood,

very few published papers consider the impact on marriage-market equilibria posed by

2This is consistent with the empirical results of Rosenzweig (1999), which �nds that a fall in

marital prospects signi�cantly raises the chances that young US women will choose non-marital

fertility.
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the choice between fertility inside and outside of marriage. Most papers that consider

fertility in the context of marriage-market equilibria such as Fernández, Guner, and

Knowles (2005), assume fertility within marriage only. Akerlof, Yellen, and Katz

(1996) for instance, women prefer not to have children at all (i.e. pregnancy is simply

a side-e¤ect of intercourse), while in Weiss and Willis (1997), Aiyagari, Greenwood,

and Guner (2000) and Chiappori and Weiss (2006), fertility is exogenous. In Akerlof,

Yellen, and Katz (1996) for instance, women prefer not to have children at all, while

in Weiss and Willis (1997), Aiyagari, Greenwood, and Guner (2000) and Chiappori

and Weiss (2006), fertility is exogenous.

The main exceptions are Neal (2004), which examines the interaction between

welfare payments and marriage-market equilibria that di¤er in unmarried fertility

rates, Greenwood, Guner, and Knowles (2000) (GGK hereafter), which shows how

marriage-market dynamics and human-capital investment perpetuate the e¤ect of ris-

ing welfare payments on unmarried fertility, and Chiappori and Ore¢ ce (2008), which

shows how improved contraception technology raises the equilibrium price of wives

by reducing the fertility risk of single women.3 An important feature of these papers

is that they model, inter alia, the impact of pre-marital fertility on the household al-

locations of married couples through the mechanism of marriage-market equilibrium.

All of these papers su¤er however from an extreme compression of the lifecycle; of

the three, only GGK allows for divorce and remarriage, but even there, marriage is

only allowed in two periods and divorce only in one.

In the search-and-matching (SM) literature, models with repeated matching op-

portunities are entirely standard, however this is typically achieved by abstracting

from choices, such as investment, that permanently change the state of an agent.

In the marriage-market model of Chade and Ventura (2005), for instance, based on

the job-search framework of Burdett and Wright (1998), agents experience an in�nite

succession of marriages and divorces in response to changes in match quality, which

is represented by an iid random variable. The matching literature has also considered

the analysis of marriage markets with ex-ante heterogeneous agents, as in Burdett

3The theoretical framework underlying Greenwood, Guner, and Knowles (2000) is developed in

Greenwood, Guner, and Knowles (2003). Two closely-related papers that use a similar framework

are Caucutt, Guner, and Knowles (2002) and Guner and Knowles (2008).
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and Coles (1997), where agents sort into marriages on the basis of quality di¤erences

which are assumed to be permanent. Recently the SM literature has begun to con-

sider matching with pre-marital investments, as in Burdett and Coles (2001), but

that literature does not consider the margin between investments inside and outside

the match.4

The analysis here combines concerns explored separately in several other unpub-

lished papers. The closest in spirit is Regalia and Ríos-Rull (1999) , which develops

a life-cycle model to analyze trends in marriage, divorce and fertility. They �nd that

reducing the wage gender gap by 19% increases the fraction of women who are single

by 59% and the fraction of single mothers by 47%. Their model is signi�cantly richer

than that developed here, particularly in terms of human capital investment and

wage dispersion, but abstracts from the male side of the marriage market and hence

from the marriage-market dynamics explored in the current paper.5 Greenwood and

Guner (2004) argues that technological progress in home goods reduced the economic

gains from marriage, making potential matches more unstable, which both reduced

marriage rates and increased divorce rates. Greenwood and Guner (2005) models

the segregation of young singles into sexually promiscuous and abstinent groups in

response to improvements in contraception technology. Knowles (2008) models the

impact of abortion, marital instability and contraception technology on fertility, wages

and occupational choice, but takes marital status as exogenous.

2 Empirical Background

Empirical evidence for the basic mechanism in the model comes from the lower mar-

riage rates of single mothers, the lower share of the marriage output allocated to

single mothers when they do marry and a host of anecdotes across many cultures

4A related literature on matching with pre-marital investments, such as Iyigun and Walsh (2007),

does not allow for the investment to take place after marriage, and so cannot account for variation

over time in the timing of investments like fertility.
5A weakness of the current analysis is that it abstracts from wage dispersion within sexes; it is

interesting therefore that one of the main conclusions of that paper is that changes in wage dispersion

do little to account for the trends in marriage and fertiltiy.
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Figure 1: Re-marriage probabilities for French sample as a function of years since

separation. From Beaujouan(2009).

illustrating the tension between children and step parents (see Pinker (1999) for a

summary)6.

Beaujouan (2009) �nds that remarriage rates in France are signi�cantly lower for

single mothers than for child-less women or single men with or without children. She

shows however that this asymmetry between men and women is entirely accounted

for by the fact that single mothers are much more likely to live with the children

than are single males. Figure 1 is taken from her paper. Similarly Browning and

Bonke (2006) �nd that having children from a previous marriage does not reduce the

intra-household allocation to Danish husbands in subsequent marriages, but has a

strong negative e¤ect on the allocation for wives. Again, although the data lacks the

required variables, the explanation is likely to be co-residence of mothers with their

children.

Despite such disincentives, the fraction of U.S. births accounted for by unmarried

6Pinker: In one study of emotionally healthy middle-class families in the U.S., only half of the

stepfathers and a quarter of the stepmothers claimed to have "parental feelings" toward their step-

children.
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Figure 2: Figure 2: Trends in Non-Marital Fertility, Ventura (2009).

women has risen steadily, from 5% in 1945 to 40% in 2009, according to Ventura

(2009). Most of the increase in births to unmarried women since the early 1980�s was

in births to unmarried cohabiting women; in the years 1980�84, 29 percent of out-

of-wedlock births were to cohabiting couples; by 1990�94, this proportion increased

to 39 percent. This would seem to suggest the futility of modeling unmarried fer-

tility without a model of cohabitation. The fertility trend however dates back to at

least 1945, long before the cohabitation trend. Furthermore, even in 2009, 60% of

unmarried births are to women who are not co-habiting. This suggests that relying

on cohabitation to explain unmarried fertility is not enough; if anything cohabitation

is more likely to be the result of the trend in unmarried fertility, an issue to which

we return below in our discussion of future research.

In the argument to follow, a key role is played by the assumption that men are

relatively unenthusiastic about children, even their own. A recent empirical paper

that strongly supports this view is Kohler, Behrman, and Skytthe (2005), based on a

study of the reported happiness of Danish twins. Their results, while agreeing with

previous research that marriage is associated with greater happiness for both men and

women, �nds that this happiness bonus is associated for women with the children that

marriage produces, while for married men, children strongly reduce happiness.
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3 The Model

The population consists of in�nitely-lived adults, with a continuum of each sex de-

noted by fM;Fg and mass NM and NF : Individuals have zero mass. Life is divided

into discrete periods. Women are of sex f and may produce up to K children. Adults

enjoy a consumption good c, production of which requires only inputs of adult time;

a unit of women�s time yields wf units of the good, while a unit of men�s time yields

wm:

There are three types of households; single males, single females, and married

couples. Married adults live together as husband and wife with all the children

ever born to the female spouse. Each period, married couples become permanently

sterile with probability �, exit the marriage market, and remain married to each other

forever. Non-sterile couples experience random shocks q to the quality of the marriage;

each gets utility �ow q from remaining married. Singles also become permanently

sterile with probability � each period.

Let k be the number of kids in a married-couple household, and km � k be the

number of the husband�s biological (own) kids. We use the indirect utility func-

tions euSM ; euSF (k) and euM (k; km), for, respectively, single males, single women and
married-couples, to represent the maximized utility �ow each period from consump-

tion and children. The critical assumption is that children generate more utility

within a marriage than without:

euSF (k + 1)� euSF (k) < euM (k + 1; km � 1)� euM (k; km)
Utility within married couples is perfectly transferable (cite to other marriage

models). This means that utility of the couples can be traded o¤ on a one-for-

one basis. Assuming full-commitment,therefore, all allocations of the surplus can be

e¢ ciently achieved by maximizing the equally-weighted sum of the welfare of husband

and wife.

The details of the within-period decision-making are not critical for the theory at

this point, but what we have in mind here is the idea that parents get less utility from

step children than from their own children, so that an additional child within a mar-

riage raises the father�s utility more than a pre-existing child would. We also follow

AGG and many other papers in assuming that children outside the household do not
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enter the parent�s utility function. For a more explicit treatment of the household

structure, the reader is referred to the calibration section below.

Only non-sterile women with fewer than K kids are fecund. Suppose that for

each marital status m, the support � of the fertility probability choice set is bounded

below by �mLk and above by �mHk :7 We assume that for each marital status, there is a

"normal" fertility rate b�ik and that the cost of choosing a di¤erent rate is increasing in
the distance from b�mk ; as given by the function � ��mF jb�mFk �

: Note that the notation

allows the normal fertility, as well as the bounds, to also depend on the number of

children a woman has had already, but rules out dependence on the fertility history

of the husband.

3.1 Frictional assignment

Transitions between household types occur through marriage and divorce. The mar-

riage "market" consists of all single males and females; i.e. new entrants and those

who were single or became divorced last period. The number of single female mar-

riages with k children active in the marriage market is denoted by SF (k). We also

assume that while entry into the marriage market is cost-less for women, there is an

entry cost  > 0 that single men must pay.

The timing of events in each period is that �rst singles make marriage decisions,

then all married couples (including those who married in the current period) learn the

current match-quality shock, and decide whether to divorce. Then fertility decisions

take place, and then fertility, utility and, �nally, sterility are realized. At the time of

marriage therefore the match quality in the �rst period of the marriage is not known.

Each period there is random matching withinK+1 marriage markets. Single men

are identical ex ante and can choose which market to enter each period, but can only

enter one market per period. Within each market k, the women all have k children

already. Suppose there are SM (k) men who enter marriage markets of type k: Let

�k = SM (k) =SF (k) denote the tightness of market k:

At the beginning of the period, single men (suitors) are randomly assigned to

a woman within the market they have chosen. Each single woman therefore starts

7In earlier versions, to keep the analysis simple, we supposed that fertility choice is costless. This

meant that the optimal choice was a corner solution: �i�k 2
�
�iLk ; �

iH
k

	
.
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the period with k children and an integer number of suitors. Each suitor makes a

proposal that consists of an allocation of the ex ante surplus between the two spouses.

The allocation mechanism in the market is a second-price auction. When a woman

receives more than one proposal, she is allocated the entire surplus of the marriage;

otherwise the surplus is allocated to her husband. The probability that the husband

receives the surplus is therefore !0 (�k), the probability that he was the only entrant.

In order to allow for both large gains from marriage and low probability of mar-

riage, we assume there is a friction in the marriage market; with probability pz a

woman cannot marry, regardless of her state or the number of suitors. This can be

seen as the reduced form of a matching friction induced by some transient hetero-

geneity.

Should the marriage occur, the couple then learns the current value of q . We

assume couples are unable to commit to allocations in future periods. Since utility

is transferable, decisions within the marriage such as fertility, maximize the expected

surplus, contingent on (k; km) and the current value of q:

3.2 Expected payo¤s

The aggregate state of the stationary economy is given by the market-tightness vector

�, where � = f�0; :; ::; �Kg :
It is convenient to divide the period into the stage before and the stage after mar-

ital events. Let the values on entering the period, for men and women, respectively,

be denoted V ESM (k; �) and V
E
SF (k; �) . Let V

R
SM (�) and V

R
SF (k; �) denote the contin-

uation values as singles for men and women, respectively, at the close of the marriage

market. Let Y E (k; kmj�; q�1) ; denote the expected value, on entering the period, of a
marriage consisting of a woman with k kids of her own of which km are fathered with

her current husband, where q�1 denotes the previous-period�s realization of q. Let

the unconditional mean of q be �q, so that we can write the value of a new marriage

as Y 0 (k; �) � Y E (k; 0j�; �q) :
Let Y R (k; kmj�; q) be the value of the marriage after q is realized but before

fertility realizations are made. Let the ex ante value of a new marriage be given by

Y E (k; kmj�; q�1)
.The alternative to any given marriage is to remain single for the period; the utility
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of singles sums to V RSM (�) + V
R
SF (k; �) :

The ex ante surplus from a new marriage in market k is

S0 (k; �) = Y 0 (k; �)�
�
V RSM (�) + V

R
SF (k; �)

�
Suppose that the surplus from marriage is declining monotonically in k 8. As meetings

are assumed to generate marriage whenever the expected surplus is positive, we can

de�ne a threshold k� such that a marriage market k operates if and only if k � k�:A
market that violates this condition is said to be "inactive".We assume that single men

are allocated only to those markets with k � k� which we call "active markets".

3.2.1 Divorce Decisions

The marriage is assumed to end whenever the surplus is negative. De�ne the threshold

function q� (k; kM) such that the ex post marriage surplus is zero at q = q� (k). That

is

q� (k; kM) = �
�
Y R (k; kmj�; q)� V RSF (k; �)� V RSM (�)

�
(1)

. For marriages with positive systematic gains, q� (k) will be negative.

So now we can write the divorce probability arising from the optimal divorce

decision rule as:

�Dk;km (q�1) = F (q
� (k; kM) ; q�1) (2)

.
8With concave utility, a woman�s gains from the higher income associated with marriage will

increase with the number of children she already has. Since marriage rates in the data are declining

in the number of previous children (for evidence from France, see Beaujouan (2010)), the surplus

must be declining. To ensure this is the case in the model we allow the utility of husbands to be

declining in the number of previous children the wife brings to the marriage.
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3.2.2 Married Couples

Letting the married-couple�s optimal divorce and fertility probabilities be �Dk;km and

�MF
k;km

; respectively, we have

Y E (k; kmj�; q�1) = �Dk;km (q�1)
�
V RSM + V

R
SF (k; �)

�
(3)

+

Z
q�(k;kM )

Y R (k; kmj�; q) f (q; q�1) dq

Y R (k; kmj�; q) = q + �MF
k;km

h
uM (k + 1; km + 1) + e�Y E (k + 1; km + 1j�; q)i (4)

+
�
1� �MF

k;km

� h
uM (k; km) + e�Y E (k; kmj�; q)i�� ��MF

k;kmjb�Mk �
3.2.3 Singles

The ex ante net value of a man�s prospects in marriage market k is given by

pz!0 (�k)
�
Y E (k; kmj�; q�1)� V RSF (k; �)� V RSM

�
= pz!0 (�k)S (k; 0j�) (5)

Recalling the de�nition of the value functions, we can write, respectively, the ex ante

net value of entering marriage market k and the continuation values for single men

as:

V ESM (k) = V RSM + pz!0 (�k)S (k; 0j�)�  (6)

V RSM = max
k

�
uSM + �V

E
SM (k)

	
(7)

. Similarly for single women with k children, the ex ante net value of entering the

marriage market is:

V ESF (k) = V
R
SF (k; �) + pz [1� !0 (�k)� !1 (�k)]S (k; 0j�) (8)

. If �SFk is the optimal fertility probability, the continuation values for single women

are:

V RSF (k; �) =
�
1� �SFk

� �
uSF (k) + �V

E
SF (k)

�
+�SFk

�
uSF (k + 1) + �V

E
SF (k + 1)

�
��

�
�SFk jb�SFk �

(9)

3.3 Fertility Decisions

The main issue here is that having a child changes the state of the marriage and the

outside option of the single female. It may also increase the utility of the father after
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a divorce; for now we assume that away. The net bene�t of having a child therefore

depends on forecast of the divorce probability, which may depend on the current value

of q, if this helps to predict future values. In this case q becomes a state variable

which makes the analysis somewhat more complicated.

3.3.1 Single women

Single women with less than K kids choose fertility �SFk 2 � to solve:

V RSF (k; �) = max
�SFk

��
1� �SFk

� �
uSF (k) + �V

E
SF (k; �)

�
(10)

+�SFk
�
uSF (k + 1) + �V

E
SF (k + 1; �)

�
��

�
�SFk jb�Sk �	

The �rst-order condition for this is:

�0
�
�SFk jb�Sk � = �uSF (k) + � (1� �)�V ESF (k; �)

where

�uSF (k) � uSF (k + 1)� uSF (k)

�V ESF (k; �) � V ESF (k + 1; �)� V ESF (k; �)

.

3.3.2 Married

Married couples choose fertility to maximize the joint returns to the family. The

married couple with k < K kids chooses �f to solve

Y R (k; kmj�; q) = q + max
�MF
k;km

2�

�
�MF
k;km

�
uM (k + 1; km + 1) + �Y

E (k + 1; km + 1j�; q)
�

(11)

+
�
1� �MF

k;km

� �
uM (k; km) + �Y

E (k; kmj�; q)
�
��

�
�MF
k;kmjb�Mk �	

The �rst-order condition for this is:

�0
�
�MF
k;kmjb�Mk � = �uM (k; km) + � ��Y E (k; kmj�; q)�

where

�uM (k; km) = uM (k + 1; km + 1)� uM (k; km)

�Y E (k; kmj�; q) � Y E (k + 1; km + 1j�; q)� Y E (k; kmj�; q)
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3.4 Distributions

Using the marriage and fertility decision rules, we can compute the steady-state dis-

tributions of the household types. The strategy is to �rst solve for the stationary

distribution of households with zero kids, then use the results to solve for k = 1, then

k = 2;and so on up to k = K.

Recall that the fertility rule is �SFk for single women and �MF
k;km

(q) for married,

and that the �ow rate of people into and out of the population is �. We assume that

newly married have the same distribution of q as ongoing couples who had realization

q1 last period.

Let next-period values of the singles and married probability mass at each state

be given by S 0F (k) and H
0 (k; km; q), respectively.

Let the probability that a woman of type k marries be �k = 1 � e��k . The

probability that a woman who is single today is single next period is (1� �k)+�k�Dk ,
while for a married woman, the probability is simply �Dk :

Note that as divorce takes place before fertility decisions, all women �owing into

the singles state next period chose the single fertility rate this period, even though

some �ow in from (a short-lived) marriage.

It is easy to show that, when q follows a Markov chain with Nq values, we

can write the law of motion of the distribution of singles and marriages without

husband�s children as a collection of linear systems that can be solved sequentially

for the stationary distributions:

2666664
S 0F (k)

H 0 (k; 0; q1)

:::

H 0 �k; 0; qNq�

3777775 = A
2666664

SF (k)

H (k; 0; q1)

:::

H
�
k; 0; qNq

�

3777775+
2666664
dk1

0

:::

0

3777775
The elements of A are given in the appendix. For reasonably low values of Nq, this

is easily solved for the stationary values S�F (k) and H
� (k; 0; q) : For any k > 0, it is

easy to solve for the stationary distributions of married couples with km > 0; once the

values for S�F (k) and H
� (k; 0; q) are known. These results are shown in the appendix.
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3.4.1 Market-Clearing: Determination of �k

In much of the directed-search literature it is assumed that there is an excess supply

of potential entrants, so the markets satisfy a free-entry condition, i.e. that men are

indi¤erent between entering a given market and not participating at all. This means

the expected gains V ESM (k)� V RSM equal the entry cost :

The alternative is to assume that all (fecund) singles are active in the marriage

market; this allows for expected gains to exceed the entry cost. In this case there are

two equilibrium conditions: expected gains are equalized across all active markets,

and demand for single men equals the supply of single men.

The current model has two types of equilibria; one where the free-entry condition

binds and single men are in excess supply, and one where the supply and demand of

single men are equalized.

Let M be the set of active marriage markets of type k:The free-entry condition

is that for all active marriage markets of type k ; the value of entering is at least as

great as the value of staying out:

V ESM (k; �)�  � V RSM (�) 8k 2M (12)

Suppose that we know the value of V RSM : Since this is a su¢ cient statistic for conditions

in the other markets, we can write the surplus as S
�
k; 0j�k; V RSM

�
: By de�nition,

V ESM (k) = V
R
SM + pz!0 (�k)S

�
k; 0j�k; V RSM

�
The equilibrium therefore requires, when the free-entry condition binds, that

V RSM + pz!0 (�k)S (k; 0j�)�  = V RSM

or

!0 (�k) = = (pzS (k; 0j�)) (13)

. 9 There is however no guarantee that the free-entry condition is solved by

a positive �k in every market. In those markets where the solution would require

9So if there are no entry costs, then !0 (�k) = 0: Since this would require �k = 1, that means
that the supply constraint would bind.
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�k < 0, the non-negativity constraint binds, so in equilibrium these markets do not

operate because men prefer to enter another market or to remain single.

Since men are indi¤erent in this equilibrium, between entering the marriage market

and staying out, the value of staying out equals the autarky value:

V RSM =
uSM

� (1� �)

In principle, the above relationship pins down �k, given the value V
R
SM : The random

assignment rule implies that !0 (�k) = e
��k , so free entry implies �k = � log (!0) =

log (= (zS (k; 0j�))) :
. Now suppose that single men strictly prefer entry into active marriage markets.

Another way to think of this is that there is excess demand for husbands; the supply

constraint binds. This constraint isX
k

SM (k) � SM (14)

using the de�nition of market tightness: SDM
�
V RSM

�
�k =

SM (k)

SF (k)

the binding of this supply constraint can be written as:X
k2M

�kSF (k) =
X
k2M

SM (k) = SM

. Since the market-clearing implies that �k is decreasing in V
R
SM , then it is easy to

solve for equilibrium by increasing V RSM from the autarky level until this constraint

holds with equality

3.5 Equilibrium

We summarize the model with a formal de�nition of the stationary equilibrium of the

directed-search marriage market.

De�nition 1 A stationary equilibrium of the directed-search marriage market with a

maximum kids K consists of the following objects: a list of decision rules for fertilityn
�SFk ;

�
�MF
k;km

	k
km=0

oK�1
k=0

, and divorce
n
ffq� (k; km)ggkkm=0

oK�1
k=0

;a list of ex-ante value
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functions
�
V ESF (k) ; V

E
SM (k)

	K
k=0

for singles and
n �

Y E (k; km; q)
	k
km=0

oK
k=0

for mar-

ried, a list of ex-post value functions
�
V RSF (k) ; V

R
SM (k)

	K
k=0

for singles and
n �

Y R (k; km; q)
	k
km=0

oK
k=0

for married, a list of distributions
n
SF (k) ; fF (k; km)gkkm=0

oK
k=0
, a rule f�kg

K
k=0 for

assigning men to markets , a rule fRF (z) ; RM (z)g for assigning the surplus as a func-
tion of the number of suitors z;and a law of motion

n
TS (k) ; fTM (k; km; q)gkkm=0

oK
k=0

for the distributions. This list must satisfy the following conditions:

1. Optimality:

(a) The fertility decision rules are solutions to the individual optimization prob-

lems (11) and (10), given the value functions.

(b) the divorce thresholds
n
ffq� (k; km)ggkkm=0

oK�1
k=0

set the marriage surplus

to zero.

(c) For each k; the value functions solve the the system of ex ante asset equa-

tions (??),(6) ; (3) and ex post equations (9),(7), and (4) ; (3) ;given the

laws of motion for the state variables k,km,q and marital status and the

surplus allocation rules .

2. Market-clearing: the market tightness vector f�kg
K
k=0 satis�es these conditions:

(a) Feasibility: the supply constraint (14) is satis�ed.

(b) Indi¤erence: V ESF (k)�  = V RSM over all markets where �k > 0

(c) Free entry: if the supply constraint (14) does not bind, then V RSM = V ASM ;the

value of autarky for single males.

(d) Allocation: the surplus allocation rules fRM (k) ; RF (k)g are consistent

with the outcomes of a second-price auction within each market k:

3. Aggregation: The laws of motion of the distributions satisfy

(a) Consistency with individual decisions: Equations (??),(??) ; (??) ; (??) and

(??) are satis�ed

(b) Stationarity: The distributions are the �xed points of their laws of motion.

.
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4 Solving the Model

4.1 Asset Equations

Suppose marriage market k is active:Lets assume that we know the solutions for k+1,

the fertility decisions for (k; qi) and the ex post value V RSM of being a single male.

The purpose of this section is to show that these assumptions allow us to write the

asset equations relevant to the asset market as the following linear system:2664
V ESF (k)

Y E (k; 0; q0)

Y E (k; 0; q1)

3775 =
2664
a11 0 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

3775
2664

V ESF (k)

Y E (k; 0; q0)

Y E (k; 0; q1)

3775+
2664
d1

d2

d3

3775
Though the coe¢ cients get quite complicated, the computation itself is very straight-

forward. Recall that the system was constructed from conjectures about q� (k), the

thresholds for divorce: Before proceeding from the solution for k to k� 1; these have
to be tested and the step repeated with new conjectures if the current conjectures are

not veri�ed. The coe¢ cients aij are shown in the appendix.

5 Calibration

The purpose of calibrating the model is to assess the ability of the theory to account

for current patterns of average fertility, marriage rates and the distribution of family

types, and to assess the contributions of various types of shocks to the di¤erences in

these patterns between the 1990s and the 1950s. We can also use the calibrated model

to measure how important are marriage-market prospects for single fertility; the dif-

�culty of doing this econometrically is succinctly described in Rosenzweig (1999).

Finally, we expect divergences between the model results and the empirical statistics

to help us identify new research questions that the model raises but does not resolve.

5.1 Simulation

As is standard in the macro literature, model statistics are produced by simulation

of the model�s stationary steady state at a given set of parameter values. The

population size is set to N = 1000 for each sex, and the simulation follows each
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woman for 27 years, to correspond to the 18-44 age group that is usually considered

by statistical reports on fertility. The initial conditions at entry are marital status and

number of children. These are set to match the average for 18 year olds in 1996-2007,

according to the March CPS; 10% of women are married, and x% have children. For

each woman, the realizations of the stochastic processes governing marriage, fertility,

divorce are given by 27 iid draws of a uniform random variable of dimension 5. The

aggregate statistics are then computed by pooling the observations over the entire

population, over all ages.

While age is not a state variable in the model, it is possible of course to track age

in the simulation, and so the lifecycle pro�les over this age interval can be traced and

compared to the analogous pro�les in the data. This is discussed below in the section

on further research; for the current work, the simulation targets will be aggregates

over the age intervals.

5.2 Within-household structure

We take a period to be one year and normalize the time endowment to 1 unit of

time per person per year. Each household takes �H < 1 units of time per period to

maintain. Adults consume goods, which in turn require time to produce. A unit of

women�s time produces wf units of consumption good, a unit of men�s timewm:Raising

children requires mother�s time; the cost �i (k) is increasing in the number of kids,

but bounded below 1� �H : The function is indexed by household type, as the time

requirements may di¤er if a husband is present. In addition to the required time,

there is a discretionary component, which we call investment, I 2 f0; 1g : Choosing
I = 1 costs �I units per child of the mother�s time. Investment is not divisible among

the children; each child in a household gets the same amount.

Utility is linear in leisure; husbands do not contribute their time to home pro-

duction, child care, or investment because they have higher productivity wm > wf :

The utility function is concave in consumption and concave in own children, with

parameters that vary only by sex i, not by marital status. Letting the number of
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step-children be ko and disutility per step child be �i, we can write this as:

ui (c; k; ko; I) =
log c+ �i log (k (1 + i) I)� �iko k > 0

log c+ �0i k = 0
(15)

where c is given by the budget constraint:

Single men produce cSM = wm (1� �H) and single women with k children produce

cSF (k) = wf (1� �H � k (�SF + ISF (k) �I � � k))

:Husbands produce wm (1� k�M) and wives wf (1� �H � k (�MF + IM (k) �I)), so

that the budget constraint of a married couple is

cMF + cMM = wm (1� k�M) + wf (1� �H � k (�MF + IM (k) �I))

:

The �ow utility received by each household member therefore varies according to

the number of children (k; km) and the marital status. We assume the utility function

is linear with parameters that vary only by sex i:

ui (c; k; I) = c+ (�i + Ii) k (16)

For single males, �ow utility is

uSM = wm (1� �H)

:For single woman households, the state is k , so the total utility �ow is:

uSF (k) = cSF (k) +
�
�f + Isf (k) f

�
k (17)

= wf (1� �H) +
�
�f + Isf (k)

�
f � �Iwf

�
� �sf + �

�
k (18)

:For married households the state is (k; km) . The consumption of each spouse

(cMF ; cMM) is determined in equilibrium. The total utility �ow is

yM (k; km) = uMF (cMF ; k; IM) + uMM (cm; k; IM) (19)

= q + cMF +
�
�f + IM (k; km) f

�
k + cMM + (�m + IM (k; km) m) km(20)

where q is exogenous marriage quality.
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Two important features of these assumptions are that married men will tend to

spend more time than singles producing the consumption good, and that married

mothers will tend to spend less time in production than single mothers. It is easy

to see that when there are no step children, married couples gain more than single

females from making the investment; the single female gets fk, while the married

household gets
�
m + f

�
k. Whenever wf=�I 2

�
f ; m + f

�
then single females will

not make the investment and married couples will. Since married women are assumed

to do all the housework �H , this means that married mothers will necessarily work

fewer hours producing the consumption good than single mothers. Singles will also

work fewer hours than married men, as the singles have to the housework themselves.

5.3 Fertility Probability and E¤ort

For non-sterile women, the probability that a child will arrive next period is assumed

to be a declining function of contraceptive e¤ort; which is modeled as a utility cost

�
�
�Fi
�
to the household. Therefore those who prefer to have a child will exert zero

e¤ort. Let the fertility probability at zero e¤ort, for a woman of marital status i be

�̂i:For fertility-cost parameter � > 0, the e¤ort-probability frontier is given by:

e = �
�
�Fi
�
=

s
�

max (1e� 5; �Fi )
�
r
�

�̂

5.4 Parameters set a priori

Most of the parameters can be set independently of the marriage-market equilibrium.

This part of the calibration relies mainly on statistics from government publications

and other papers. The probability � of exiting the reproductive state, as in Regalia

and Ríos-Rull (1999), is set so as to replicate the average number of years a woman

spends in the reproductive state. We compute this by summing the fraction of

women who are fecund at each age between 16 and 44, as estimated by Trussell and

Wilson (1985).10 This results in a total of 20.45 fecund years per woman, so we set

� = 0:0489:

Wages are set to the medians for each sex from the 1995 CPS for the age group

25-45. For men the median hourly wage is $10; so we set wm = 10. For women,
10The numbers we use are based on the interpolated series reported in Sommer (2008).
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the median hourly wage is $8.17, so we set wf = 8:31.11 Wages at younger ages

would not be informative about the cost of time, as younger people are likely to be in

school or provisional jobs. We set � = 0:96; the standard value in the macroeconomics

literature; in models with savings, this value ensures that the risk-free interest matches

the US long-run average of 0.04. We set the exogenous part of the divorce probability

to �d = 0:01 to match the average divorce rate for US women aged 20-44 in 1960, as

reported in Carter and Glick (1970).

The time-allocation parameters are set to match the time remaining after home

production and child care in the model to weekly working hours according to the 1990

US Census , for people aged 25-45 years, by sex, marital status, and in the case of

women, number of children. This also requires us to set the investment parameters so

that single women do not invest but married women do, at least when the children are

all from the husband. The match is not exact but rather is given by the parameters

which yield the minimum Euclidean distance between the empirical targets and the

model outputs. The comparison between the model and hours data is shown in Table

X.

These �xed-parameter values are shown in Table Y.

5.5 Free Parameters

The model has 9 free parameters that are set so that the model�s stationary dis-

tribution matches an equal number of statistical targets. In addition, a number of

other free parameters are normalized to a �xed value, as these are not identi�ed by

the targets. For instance, variation in pz;which is the probability that marriage is

permitted in a local market, is roughly equivalent to adjusting other parameters that

a¤ect marriage probabilities via preferences, such as the utility level of singles relative

to married. can , and the preference parameters. We set these parameters so as to

ensure that the calibrated model met the conditions that are required for the model

to match the marital and fertility patterns of the 1990s. The value of the low-quality

love shock qL is set to -qH .These values are show in Table Z.

11Might be better simply to take numbers from Blau and Khan for FTFY workers.
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6 Results

The results presented here are entirely preliminary!

The analysis in this section is divided into two parts: a numerical example with

K = 1, and the benchmark model with K = 5: The purpose of the numerical example

is to illustrate how the model responds as candidates for the exogenous shocks are

allowed to vary across an interval that includes the parameter values for both the 1950s

and the 1990s. The purpose of the benchmark model is to provide a tighter �t to data

that can be used to assess the proposed explanations of the marital transformation

between these two periods.

6.1 Comparative Statics: The K=1 Model

The K=1 parametrization is the result of setting the free parameters in Table 3(a)

so that moments from the steady state distribution of the model approximate the

empirical moments in Table 3(b). The main restriction of course is that women can

have at most one child, so this imposes a signi�cant handicap on the model in terms

of �tting data. However the bene�t is that the comparative statics are relatively easy

to understand.

Fig. 3 below shows the response of the K = 1 model to a rise in the women�s wage

from 5 to 10, holding constant all the other parameters of the model. We see in the

�rst panel that this leads to contrary trends in fertility; that of single women rises,

while that of married declines. The result, shown in the panel to the right, is that the

share of single mothers in fertility rises throughout, from about 30% to 80%. As in

the US data, this is partly due to the rise in unmarried fertility relative to married,

but also, as shown in the second row, to the decline in marriage rates as female wages

rise, which is re�ected in a decline in the fraction of women married as shown in the

last panel, and is driven by the decline of the marital surplus as single women�s utility

rises with the wage. It is not clear why the divorce rate("MarDivAv") is not trending

at the same time.

To explore the impact of other historical changes, we next consider a rise in the

e¤ectiveness of birth control, as illustrated in Figure 4. E¤ectiveness is de�ned here

as 1/�, the parameter in the e¤ort-probability frontier. The e¤ects on married and
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Figure 3: The response of the benchmark model to a rise in the female wage for 5 to

10 per year.
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Figure 4: The response of the benchmark model to a rise in the e¤ectiveness of

contraception.

single fertility are very similar, though this time they do converge as e¤ectiveness

increases. The fertility share of single moms (SinKidsRat) falls, contrary to the data,

and the fraction married increases.

Now suppose that it is lump-sum transfers to single mothers that increase over

time. Figure 5 shows fertility increases for both married and single women, at roughly

the same rate. The fertility share of single moms (SinKidsRat) increases but by much

less than in the wage case; the range of variation is 0.08 compared to 0.45 in the wage

experiment.

Overall the results indicate that the mechanism that motivated the paper, the

marriage-market disincentive for extra-marital fertility, does indeed respond to wage
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Figure 5: The response of the benchmark model to a risein lump-sum transfers to

single mothers, from 0 to 5 per year.
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trends as hypothesized. This was not obviously true because the mechanism requires

both that marriage be rewarding for women and that the e¤ect of premarital fertility

undo these rewards. The key is that men in the model must care for marriage only

as a route to consumption of goods and q; the parameters in Table 1(b) imply that

they do not care for children, particularly those fathered by other men. Women

like marriage, for consumption and for the opportunity it provides for additional

investment in children, bene�ts that weaken as women�s wages rise, driving down

married fertility and raising consumption for single mothers.

6.2 Computational Measurements: the K=5 Model

The main role for the K=5 experiment is to prepare the ground for a quantitative

assessment of the e¤ects of women�s wage, relative to men�s, as the K=1 experiment

showed that the other candidates were unlikely to provide consistent explanations of

the rise in the fertility share of single moms. The �rst column of Table 4(a) shows

the statistical targets from the data, while the second shows the corresponding result

for the benchmark model. The �t is not terribly good at this point, mainly because

there has been little time to calibrate. We expect the �t to improve dramatically as

we learn how to work with the model.

The main result so far is the e¤ect of imposing on the model a wage of 6.1,

corresponding to women�s wage averaging 61% of men�s as was the case for FTFY

workers in US data for the early 1970s ( see Blau and Kahn (1997)). The e¤ects,

shown in the (1950s) column of Table 4(a), are dramatic. The fraction of women

who are divorced falls more 50%, from 8.3% to 3.9%, while the fraction of births to

unmarried women falls from 34% to 26%. This is due to a rise in the married birth

rate, from 8 % pa to 8.7%, and a decline in mean birth rate of singles, from 4.3% to

3.9%, and a rise in the median lifespan of a marriage, from 5.5 years to 7.6, as shown

in part(b) of the table. Marriage rates however do not rise, remaining stable around

5.5% pa, which is unexpected and contrary to the data; further work is needed to

ascertain the causes of this result.

Part (b) of Table 4 shows other (non-targetted) aggregate statistics for these

parameterizations. The fraction of children living with their fathers rises in the model

from 58% to 66% when the women�s wage falls, and the fraction of marriages lasting
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at least 5 years rises from 80% to 90%.

The parameter values required to obtain these results are shown in Table 4(c).

Once again the salient feature is the men�s lack of enthusiasm for children, even their

own. Being childless raises a man�s utility by 0.4 and utility by -.2 per log of children

after the �rst. The aversion per step child is 0.78 which is large relative to the other

utility numbers. The model also requires strong persistence of the marriage quality;

a high shock today is followed next period by a high shock with probability 97%.,

while for a low shock, the probability of a high shock next period falls to 57%.

Overall the results indicate large responses in the historically-correct directions

for most variables of immediate interest, but it is not yet clear whether the model

can explain much or any of the shift in marriage rates.

7 Conclusions

Our quantitative results are not meant to be de�nitive but rather should be taken

as illustrations of the usefulness of our approach. The contribution of the current

paper is to allow the theory of family structure to account for marriage-market dy-

namics associated with repeated opportunities to remarry and to have children; to

get there we abstracted from important features explored in related papers, such as

aging, human-capital investment in children or the impact of means-tested govern-

ment transfers. There are also important features of marriage, such as the margin

between cohabitation and marriage, that are ignored by both the current paper and

the bulk of the related literature12. However it is easy to see that the approach used

here can be extended to deal with these and other features of marriage and fertility.

12As a �rst pass, this neglect is not entirely unjusti�ed, as cohabitation for many appears to be a

form of extended courtship rather than a substitute for marriage. Spain and Bianchi (1996, p. 49)

state that the majority of marriages formed since 1985 began as cohabitation. Overall, they say,

cohabitation accounts for 6% of US households.
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A Solving the Marriage Market Asset Equations

Let the seed value of q be q1, so that the probability of the �rst shock in a marriage

being qi is f (qi; q1) : This is not an innocent assumption; since q1 is the highest value,

persistence implies strangers are optimistic here about their chances in love. If people

require q = q1 to marry, then they will divorce whenever q = q0: So for the 1950s

equilibrium, we need that people would have married even if q = q0:

We now proceed to work out the coe¢ cients of the system.
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A.1 Single Female

Let the probability that a single female obtains the marriage surplus be

pS (�k) � pz [1� !0 (�k)� !1 (�k)]

The ex ante value of being a single female with k kids is:

V ESF (k) = V RSF (k; �) + pS (�k)S (k; 0j�)

V RSF (k; �) + pS (�k)
�
Y E (k; kmj�; q0)� V RSF (k; �)� V RSM

�
V ESF (k) = V RSF (k; �) [1� pS (�k)] + pS (�k)

�
Y E (k; kmj�; q1)� V RSM

�
; where S (k; 0j�) = Y E (k; kmj�; q0)� V RSF (k; �)� V RSM :
Using the expression for V RSF (k) :

V RSF (k) =
�
1� �SFk

�
uSF (k) + �

SF
k uSF (k + 1)��

�
�SFk

�
+� (1� �)

��
1� �SFk

�
V ESF (k) + �

SF
k V

E
SF (k + 1)

�
(21)

we can write

V RSF (k) =
~d1 + � (1� �)

�
1� �SFk

�
V ESF (k)

, where

~d1 =
�
1� �SFk

�
uSF (k) + �

SF
k uSF (k + 1)

��
�
�SFk

�
+ � (1� �)�SFk V ESF (k + 1)

Plugging this back into the de�nition of V ESF (k), we get,

V ESF (k) =
h
~d1 + � (1� �)

�
1� �SFk

�
V ESF (k)

i
[1� pS (�k)] + pS (�k)

�
Y E (k; kmj�; q1)� V RSM

�
= a11V

E
SF (k) + a13Y

E (k; kmj�; q1) + d1

where

a11 = � (1� �)
�
1� �SFk

�
[1� pS (�k)]

a13 = pS (�k)

d1 = [1� pS (�k)] ~d1 � pS (�k)V RSM

we have written this as a linear function of terms in k which are to be determined,

and terms in k + 1, which are already known.
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A.2 New Marriages

Let the divorce probability of a marriage with new realization q be �Dk;km (q) : the

probability that the spouses, should they stay together, are not sterile next period is

(1� �) :
The value of a new marriage where the bride already has k children is:

Y E (k; 0; q1) = f (q0; q1)
�
Y R (k; 0j�; q0)

�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

�
+ �Dk;0 (q0)

�
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

��
+f (q1; q1)

�
Y R (k; 0j�; q1)

�
1� �Dk;0 (q1)

�
+ �Dk;0 (q1)

�
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

��
. I �nd it slightly more convenient to rewrite this as below:

Y E (k; 0; q1) =
�
f (q0; q1)�

D
k;0 (q0) + f (q1; q1)�

D
k;0 (q1)

� �
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

�
+f (q0; q1)

�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

�
Y R (k; 0j�; q0) + f (q1; q1)

�
1� �Dk;0 (q1)

�
Y R (k; 0j�; q1)

If a marriage breaks up, under our assumptions about timing, it is before the

fertility decision, so assuming the marriage survives the divorce stage, the value of

the marriage, before the fertility realization is known, is

Y R (k; 0j�; qi) = EUM (k; qi)+� (1� �)
��
1� �MF

k;0 (qi)
�
Y E (k; 0; qi) + �

MF
k;0 (qi)Y

E (k + 1; 1; qi)
�

, where

EUM (k; qi) = qi+
�
1� �MF

k;0 (qi)
�
uM (k; 0)+�

MF
k;0 (qi)uM (k + 1; 1)��MF

�
�MF
k;0 (qi)

�
Now using

V RSF (k) =
~d1 + � (1� �)

�
1� �SFk

�
V ESF (k)

Ultimately we can write this as:

Y E (k; 0; qi) = a2+i;1V
E
SF (k) + a2+i;2Y

E (k; 0; q0) + a2+i;3Y
E (k; 0; q1) + d2+i

, where

a2+i;1 =
�
f (q0; qi)�

D
k;km (q0) + f (q1; qi)�

D
k;km (q1)

�
� (1� �)

�
1� �SFk

�
a2+i;2 = f (q0; qi)

�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

�
� (1� �)

�
1� �MF

k;0 (q0)
�

a2+i;3 = f (q1; qi)
�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

�
� (1� �)

�
1� �MF

k;0 (q1)
�
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and the intercept terms are:

d2+i = f (q0; qi)
�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

� �
EUM (k; q0) + � (1� �)�MF

k;0 (q0)Y
E (k + 1; 1; q0)

�
+f (q1; qi)

�
1� �Dk;0 (q1)

� �
EUM (k; q1) + � (1� �)�MF

k;0 (q1)Y
E (k + 1; 1; q1)

�
+
�
f (q0; qi)�

D
k;km (q0) + f (q1; qi)�

D
k;km (q1)

� h
~d1 + V

R
SM

i
.

A.3 The rest of the value functions

Now that we have computed the value system for single women and newly-weds, it

remains to compute the values of single men V ESM (k) and the values of marriages

with husband�s children present, (km > 0). These are straight-forward. First, for the

single men,

V ESM (k) = V
R
SM + !0 (�k)S (k; 0j�)� 

where S (k; 0j�) = Y E (k; kmj�; q0)�V RSF (k; �)�V RSM and V RSF (k) = ~d1+� (1� �)
�
1� �SFk

�
V ESF (k) :

So, given V RSM and �k, then V
E
SM (k) is known.

Later we can use this to compute V RSM = maxk
�
uSM + �V

E
SM (k)

	
and verify that

we have guessed correctly or update.

The value of an ongoing marriage where the bride already has k children of which

km � k are the husband�s is:

Y E (k; km; qi) =
�
f (q0; qi)�

D
k;km (q0) + f (q1; qi)�

D
k;km (q1)

� �
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

�
+f (q0; qi)

�
1� �Dk;km (q0)

�
Y R (k; kmj�; q0) + f (q1; qi)

�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

�
Y R (k; kmj�; q1)

the unknowns here are the values Y R (k; kmj�; q0) .

Y R (k; kmj�; qi) = EUM (k; qi)+e� �1� �MF
k;km (qi)

�
Y E (k; km; qi)+e��MF

k;km (qi)Y
E (k + 1; km + 1; qi)

where e� � (1� �)2 �
Substituting we get
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Y E (k; km; qi) =
�
f (q0; qi)�

D
k;km (q0) + f (q1; qi)�

D
k;km (q1)

� �
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

�
+f (q0; qi)

�
1� �Dk;km (q0)

� h
EUM (k; q0) + e� �1� �MF

k;km (q0)
�
Y E (k; km; q0)

i
+e�f (q0; qi) �1� �Dk;km (q0)� �MF

k;km (q0)Y
E (k + 1; km + 1; q0)

+f (q1; qi)
�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

� h
EUM (k; q1) + e� �1� �MF

k;km (q1)
�
Y E (k; km; q1)

i
+e�f (q1; qi) �1� �Dk;km (q1)� �MF

k;km (q1)Y
E (k + 1; km + 1; q1)

Suppose that we know the entire system for k + 1;now the only unknowns are

Y E (k; km; q0) and Y E (k; km; q1) :24 Y E (k; km; q0)
Y E (k; km; q1)

35 =
24 b11 b12

b21 b22

3524 Y E (k; km; q0)
Y E (k; km; q1)

35+
24 d1
d2

35
, where

bij = f (qj; qi)
�
1� �Dk;km (qj)

� e� �1� �MF
k;km (qj)

�
and

di =
�
f (q0; qi)�

D
k;km (q0) + f (q1; qi)�

D
k;km (q1)

� �
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

�
+f (q0; qi)

�
1� �Dk;km (q0)

� h
EUM (k; q0) + e��MF

k;km (q0)Y
E (k + 1; km + 1; q0)

i
+f (q1; qi)

�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

� h
EUM (k; q1) + e��MF

k;km (q1)Y
E (k + 1; km + 1; q1)

i
At k=K, of course the fertility terms disappear, so we are left with

bij = f (qi; qj)
�
1� �Dk;km (qi)

� e�
di =

�
f (q0; qi)�

D
k;km (q0) + f (q1; qi)�

D
k;km (q1)

� �
V RSF (k; �) + V

R
SM

�
+f (q0; qi)

�
1� �Dk;km (q0)

�
UM (k; q0)

+f (q1; qi)
�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

�
UM (k; q1)

A.4 Distributions

Suppose we impose a discrete distribution on q over Nq values. Also, let the proba-

bility a single woman with k children marries be

�k � pz [1� !0 (�k)]
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A.4.1 case 1: k = 0

The laws of motion for k = 0 are:

S 0F (0) = �+
�
1� �SF0

�
(1� �)

�
(1� �0)SF (0) +

Z �
�D0;0 (q

0)H (0; 0; q) f (dq0; q) + �0SF (0) �
D
0;0 (q

0) f (dq0; q1)
�
dq0
�

H 0 (0; 0; q0) =
�
1� �D0;0

�
(1� �)

Z �
1� �MF

0;0 (q
0)
�
[H (0; 0; q) f (q0; q) + �0SF (0) f (q

0; q1) dq
0]

A.4.2 Child-less single women

We can then write the �ow into singles as composed of the following elements:

1. Those were single last period and did not marry, plus new entrants: This has

mass � +
�
1� �SF0

�
(1� �) (1� �0)SF (0)

2. Those who were single last period and married, then divorced:�
1� �SF0

�
(1� �)�0SF (0)

X
q0

�D0;0 (q
0) f (q0; q1)

3. Those who were married last period and divorced:�
1� �SF0

�
(1� �)

X
q

X
q0

�D0;0 (q
0) f (q0; q)H (0; 0; q)

We can therefore write the law of motion of the child-less single mass as

S 0F (0) = � + a11SF (0) +
X
q

a1;q+1H (0; 0; q)

a11 =
�
1� �SF0

�
(1� �)

"
(1� �0) + �0

X
q0

�D0;0 (q
0) f (q0; q1)

#
a1;q+1 =

�
1� �SF0

�
(1� �)

X
q0

�D0;0 (q
0) f (q0; q)

A.4.3 child-less marriages

The mass of child-less marriages with quality q0 consists of:

1. Those who were single last period and married this period�
1� �MF

00 (q0)
�
(1� �)�0SF (0) f (q0; q1)
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2. Those who were married last period and had no children and did not divorce

(1� �)
�
1� �D0;0 (q0)

� �
1� �MF

0;0 (qj)
�X

q

f (q0; q)H (0; 0; q)

We can therefore write the law of motion of the mass of child-less marriages as

H (0; 0; qj) = aj+1;1SF (0) +

NqX
i=1

aj+1;i+1f (qj; qi)H (0; 0; qi)

where

aj+1;1 = (1� �)�0
�
1� �D0;0 (qj)

� �
1� �MF

00 (qj)
�
f (qj; q1)

aj+1;i+1 = (1� �)
�
1� �D0;0 (qj)

� �
1� �MF

0;0 (qj)
�
f (qj; qi)

A.4.4 case 2: k > 0; km > 0

For each k > 0 we can also construct a similar linear system, with �ows in from the

population with k � 1 kids and �ows out to the system with k + 1 kids. There is

also a �ow in to S 0F (k) from H (k � 1; km; q) and H (k; km; q). However the �ow into
H (k; 0; �) can only be from singles, which simpli�es the system.

Once the system at k � 1 is known, it is easy to compute the steady-state distri-
bution for H (k; km; q) with km > 0: This is particularly easy for km > 1 because the

only in�ow is from H (k � 1; km � 1; q), whereas for km = 1, we must also allow for
in�ows from single women with k � 1 :

H (k; km; qi) = eak;km (qi) + (1� �) �1� �Dk;km (qi)� �1� �MF
k;km (qi)

� NqX
j=1

H (k; km; qj) f (qi; qj)

+ (1� �)
�
1� �Dk�1;km�1 (qi)

�
�MF
k�1;km�1 (qi)

NqX
j=1

H (k � 1; km � 1; qj) f (qi; qj)

, where

eak;km (qi) =
8<: (1� �)�k�1SF (k � 1)

�
1� �Dk�1;km�1 (qi)

�
�MF
k�1;km�1 (qi) f (qi; q1) km = 1

0 km > 1

So for the Nq = 2 system, we can write this as24 H (k; km; q0)
H (k; km; q1)

35 =
24 h11 h12

h21 h22

3524 H (k; km; q0)
H (k; km; q1)

35+
24 g0
g1
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where

h11 = (1� �)
�
1� �Dk;km (q0)

� �
1� �MF

k;km (q0)
�
f (q0; q0)

h12 = (1� �)
�
1� �Dk;km (q0)

� �
1� �MF

k;km (q0)
�
f (q0; q1)

h21 = (1� �)
�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

� �
1� �MF

k;km (q1)
�
f (q1; q0)

h11 = (1� �)
�
1� �Dk;km (q1)

� �
1� �MF

k;km (q1)
�
f (q1; q1)

and

gi = eak;km (qi) + (1� �) �1� �Dk�1;km�1 (qi)� �MF
k�1;km�1 (qi)

�
NqX
j=1

f (qi; qj)H (k � 1; km � 1; qj)

A.4.5 case 3: k > 0; km = 0

Singles Sticking to the discrete case, for k > 0, the �ows into S 0F (k) are:

1. From singles at k � 1 who didn�t marry and then had a baby

(1� �)�SFk�1
�
1� �k�1

�
SF (k � 1)

2. From singles at k � 1 who did marry, then divorced and then had a baby

(1� �)�SFk�1

"
NqX
i=1

�Dk�1;0 (qi) f (qi; q1)

#
�k�1SF (k � 1)

3. singles at k who didn�t marry and didn�t have a baby

(1� �)
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �k)SF (k)

4. singles at k who did marry and didn�t have a baby

(1� �)
�
1� �SFk

� " NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qi) f (qi; q1)

#
�kSF (k)

5. from married at k � 1 who divorced and then had a baby

�SFk�1 (1� �)
NqX
i=1

NqX
j=1

�Dk�1;0 (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k � 1; 0; qi)

+�SFk�1 (1� �)
k�1X
km=1

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk�1;km (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k � 1; km; qi)
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6. from married at k who divorced and did not have a baby

�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k; 0; qi)

+
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

kX
km=1

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk;km (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k; km; qi)

The law of motion for single women is:

S 0F (k) = a11SF (k) +

NqX
i=1

a1iH (k; 0; qi) + d1

where

a11 = (1� �)
�
1� �SFk

� 
(1� �k) +

"
NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qi) f (qi; q1)

#
�k

!

a1i+1 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

NqX
j=1

�Dk;0 (qj) f (qj; qi)

and

d1 =

 
(1� �)�SFk�1

�
1� �k�1

�
+ (1� �)�SFk�1

"
NqX
i=1

�Dk�1;0 (qi) f (qi; q1)

#
�k�1

!
SF (k � 1)

+�SFk�1 (1� �)
k�1X
km=0

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk�1;km (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k � 1; km; qi)

+
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

kX
km=1

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk;km (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k; km; qi)

Married For married women in households with no kids from the husband, the

�ows into H 0 (k; 0; qi) are:

1. From married with same number of kids

(1� �)
�
1� �Dk;0

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (qi)
� NqX
j=1

H (k; 0; qj) f (qi; qj)

2. From singles with same number of kids

(1� �)
�
1� �Dk;0

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (qi)
�
�kSF (k) f (qj; q1)
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which sums to:

H 0 (k; 0; qi) = (1� �)
�
1� �Dk;0

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (qi)
� " NqX

j=1

H (k; 0; qj) f (qi; qj) + �kSF (k) f (qj; q1)

#

. Notice that there cannot be a �ow in from k � 1 to H 0 (k; 0; qi) ; singles must have

gotten married to �ow in, but married at k � 1 who have a child become type k; 1,
not k; 0:. When we discretize the system and set Nq = 2 we get a 3x3 system:2664

S 0F (k)

H 0 (k; 0; q1)

H 0 (k; 0; q2)

3775 =
2664
a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a23 a32 a33

3775
2664

S 0F (k)

H 0 (k; 0; q1)

H 0 (k; 0; q2)

3775+
2664
d1

d2

d3

3775
where

a11 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

�
(1� �k) + �k

�
�Dk;0 (q0) f (q0; q1) + �

D
k;0 (q1) f (q1; q1)

��
a12 =

�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

�
�Dk;0 (q0) f (q0; q0) + �

D
k;0 (q1) f (q1; q0)

�
a13 =

�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

�
�Dk;0 (q0) f (q0; q1) + �

D
k;0 (q1) f (q1; q1)

�
a21 =

�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (q0)
�
�kf (q0; q1)

a22 =
�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (q0)
�
f (q0; q0)

a23 =
�
1� �Dk;0 (q0)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (q0)
�
f (q0; q1)

a3;1 =
�
1� �Dk;0 (q1)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (q1)
�
�kf (q1; q1)

a32 =
�
1� �Dk;0 (q1)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (q1)
�
f (q1; q0)

a33 =
�
1� �Dk;0 (q1)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (q1)
�
f (q1; q1)

aj+1;1+i =
�
1� �Dk;0 (qj)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (qj)
�
f (qj; qi)

d1 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

kX
km=1

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k; km; qi)

d2 = d3 = 0
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more generally,

a11 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

"
(1� �k) + �k

NqX
j=1

�Dk;0 (qj) f (qj; q1)

#

a12 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qi) f (qi; q0)

a13 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qi) f (qi; q1)

aj+1;1 =
�
1� �Dk;0 (qj)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (qj)
�
�kf (qj; q1)

aj+1;1+i =
�
1� �Dk;0 (qj)

� �
1� �MF

k;0 (qj)
�
f (qj; qi)

and

d1 =
�
1� �SFk

�
(1� �)

kX
km=1

NqX
j=1

NqX
i=1

�Dk;0 (qj) f (qj; qi)H (k; km; qi)

d2 = d3 = 0
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Women
Model Data Model Data Kids

33 33 33 31 0
28.6 28 25.1 21 1
24.8 25.8 19.1 19 2
21.5 21 14.5 17 3
18.6 17.1 11.1 15 4
16.2 13.4 8.4 13 5
33 33 40 40 Men

Singles Married

Table 1: Weekly Hours Worked by Number of Kids and 
Marital Status . Census sample of heads and wives aged 25-
40 with interpolation using interval midpoints of hours 
worked last week. More than 5 kids included with 5 kids.
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Value Parameter
10 Male Wage
8.3 Female Wage

0.96 Annual Discount Factor
0.049 Entry flow into singles market
0.01 Exogenous divorce rate

0.049 Exit rate from fecundity
0.65 high rate of married fertility
0.4 high rate of single fertility

0.25 Home-Production Time  per Household
0.075 Mothers investment time per child
0.02 Husband's  fixed time-cost per child
0.15 Wife's  fixed time-cost per child

0.175 Single mom's fixed time cost per child
0.1 Father's utility for investment in kids

0.05 Mother's utility for investment in kids
0 Lump-sum transfer payments

Table 2: Fixed-Parameter Values for 1990s Calibrations.
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Data Model Statistic

0.13 0.134 Fraction of Women who are Divorced 
0.3 0.263 Fraction of Births by Unmarried Women 

0.113 0.104 Mean Birth Rate: Childless Couples
0.04 0.043 Mean Birth Rate:   Childless Single Women
0.62 0.547 Fraction of Children Living with Father

0.864 0.786 Fraction of Marriages Surviving after 5 Years
0.05 0.071 Marriage Rate of Women

Table 3(a): Calibration Targets for K=1 Model .

1 0.2 Men's Utility: Effect of Zero Kids
2 -0.1 Women's Utility: Effect of Zero Kids
3 0 Women's Utility: Effect of Being Single
4 0.95 Probability of q high, given q high
5 0.9 Probability of q high, given q low
6 0.056 Cost of fertility reduction 
7 2 Husband's Disutility per Step Child

Normalizations

0 1 Consumption weight in Utility Function
0 1 Cost of Entering Marriage Market
0 3 High q-Shock Value
0 0.5 Probability that  marriages are allowed

Table 3(b):Free Parameter Values for K=1 Model .
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Row Data Model Model 
(1950s) Statistic

1 0.13 0.083 0.039 Fraction of Women who are Divorced 
2 0.3 0.34 0.259 Fraction of Births by Unmarried Women 
3 0.113 0.076 0.083 Mean Birth Rate: Childless Couples
4 0.052 0.08 0.087 Mean Birth Rate:  Couples
5 0.04 0.034 0.029 Mean Birth Rate: Childless Singles
6 0.06 0.043 0.039 Mean Birth Rate:  Singles
7 0.05 0.056 0.054 Marriage Rate of Women
8 0.08 0.104 0.082 Fraction of Children with Step Parents
9 0.73 0.76 0.879 Fraction of Marriages Surviving after 10 Years

Table 4(a): Calibration Targets for Benchmark (K=5) Model .

Data Model Model 
(1950s) Statistic

5.5 4.482 7.483 18_44.DurMar2Div
0.62 0.576 0.66 DadKidsFrac
0.864 0.804 0.909 FracMar5Yrs
0.61 0.723 0.842 FracMar15Yrs

Table 4(b): Other Results for Benchmark (K=5) Model .

Row Value Parameter

1 0.4 Men's Utility: Effect of Zero Kids
2 -0.331 Women's Utility: Effect of Zero Kids
3 -0.24 Women's Utility: Effect of Being Single
4 0.968 Probability of q high, given q high
5 0.556 Probability of q high, given q low
6 0.076 Cost of fertility reduction 
7 0.782 Husband's Disutility per Step Child
8 0.21 Women's utility per log child
9 -0.2 Men's utility per log child

Normalizations

1 Consumption weight in Utility Function
0.1 Cost of Entering Marriage Market
5 High q-Shock Value

0.165 Probability that  marriages are allowed

Table 4(c): Free Parameter Values for Benchmark (K=5) Model .
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